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OVER 500,000 COPIES SOLD.Some legends can kill you.When a young woman is brutally

murdered in the Norfolk countryside, the locals blame Black Shuck—a legendary wild dog.

There’s only one problem: the wounds weren’t made by an animal.DCI Robert Kett is battling a

black dog of his own. With his wife still missing, and the injuries from his last case leaving him

in constant pain, everything seems impossible—not least looking after his three young

children.But when a second body appears, even bloodier than the last, Kett finds himself on a

hunt for one of the most ruthless serial killers the country has ever seen.A killer who may be

hunting him too."Alex Smith just keeps on getting better." David J. Gatward, author of Grimm

Up North. Full of death and dark humour, you won't be able to put down this fast-paced British

crime thriller from million-selling author Alex Smith. Perfect for fans of JD Kirk, LJ Ross, Val

McDermid and Ian Rankin.Binge the series now:PAPER GIRLSBAD DOGTHREE LITTLE

PIGSWHIP CRACKRUN RABBIT RUNSTONE COLD DEADEVERY MOTHER'S SONSWEET

BRIAR ROSEJAW BREAKERKNOCK KNOCK (coming soon)Alex Smith wrote his first book

when he was six. It wasn’t particularly good, but it did have some supernatural monsters in it.

His latest books, the DCI Robert Kett thrillers, have monsters in them too, although these

monsters are very human, and all the more terrifying for it. In between, he has published

thirteen novels for children and teenagers under his full name, Alexander Gordon Smith—

including the award-winning Escape From Furnace series, which is loved by millions of readers

worldwide and which is soon to become a motion picture. He lives in Norwich with his wife and

three young daughters.

From Publishers WeeklyHow can poor countries escape the cycle of environmental

degradation and poverty? Collier (The Bottom Billion) argues that technological innovation,

environmental protection, and regulation are key to ensuring equitable development.

Environmentalists and economists must work together so resources can be responsibly

harnessed; if diamonds have sustained Sierra Leone's bloody feuds, Botswana's diamond

industry has given it the world's fastest growing economy. Collier explores where and how

corruption insinuates itself during the discovery and resource extraction processes, how

taxation and royalty on extraction may redistribute wealth to society, how to reinvest this wealth

for the future, and how to use renewable resources sustainably. Despite the narrow treatment

of nature as commodity and some questionable contentions that organic farming is antiquated,

and that factory farming and genetically modified crops are the only way to alleviate hunger—

claims easily challenged by more seasoned agronomists—Collier's arguments are

compassionate and convincing, and his straightforward explanations of economic principles

are leavened with humor and impressively accessible. (May)Copyright © Reed Business

Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. --This text refers to an alternate

kindle_edition edition.Review"Paul Collier is a brilliant mind with a keen understanding of the

modern world's obstacles to progress. In The Plundered Planet, Collier tackles some of the

most difficult questions of our time, and offers an insightful framework for effectively managing

our world's natural resources. Collier's book is an important meditation on how we can build a

world that is more equal, more sustainable, and more prosperous for all humankind." --

President Clinton"Paul Collier has written with great insight about the prospects of the bottom

billion. In The Plundered Planet, he addresses himself to the complex opportunities, challenges



and risks in managing the planet's natural resources. The bottom billion have a huge stake and

an important role in the outcomes. Collier helps us see these issues through their eyes." --

Michael Spence, winner of the Nobel Prize in Economics"In this path-breaking book, Paul

Collier develops one of the most fascinating subjects he touched on in The Bottom Billion -- the

resource curse. It will be of great interest to all those who are concerned about the future of our

civilization." --George Soros"Paul Collier's 'The Plundered Planet' should not only be read by

every one of us but also force-fed to every politician." -- Buffalo News"Read this book."--Sir

Nicholas Stern, author of The Stern Review on the Economics of Climate Change"Collier has

made an important contribution in bringing together usually separate fields. His efforts may

spark scholars in disparate disciplines to cooperate on these important problems--especially

scholars who work at different scales." -Science"A practical handbook for ending world poverty

- a must read." -- The Sunday Times"The Plundered Planet is right to highlight the importance

of government accountability in addressing poverty and climate change. But it will be the

dispersion of power, fuelled by entrepreneurship and innovation, that will ultimately empower

individuals to create accountability and solve global problems."--Nature--This text refers to an

alternate kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorPaul Collier is Professor of Economics and

Director of the Center for the Study of African Economies at Oxford University and a former

director of Development Research at the World Bank. In addition to the award-winning The

Bottom Billion, he is the author of Wars, Guns, and Votes: Democracy inDangerous Places.--

This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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BAD DOGA DCI ROBERT KETT NOVELALEX SMITHBAD DOGPublished Worldwide by

Relentless Media.This edition published in 2020.Copyright © 2020 by Alex SmithThe right of

Alex Smith to be identified as the author of this work has been asserted in accordance with the

Copyright, Design and Patents Act 1988.All rights reserved. No part of this book may be

reproduced in any form or by any electronic or mechanical means, including information

storage and retrieval systems, without written permission from the author, except for the use of

brief quotations in a book review.All characters and events in this book are entirely fictional.

Any references to historical events, real people, or real locales are used fictitiously. Other

names, characters, places, and incidents are the product of the author's imagination, and any

resemblance to actual events or locales or persons, living or dead, is

entirely coincidental.2.9.0Edited by Hanna ElizabethALSO BY ALEX SMITHThe DCI Robert

Kett ThrillersKnock Knock(Available to preorder soon)Cry Baby: A NovellaThe Softley Softley

ThrillersHard Luck House (Coming Soon)Other BooksFor Barry, the Big

DogCONTENTSPROLOGUECHAPTER ONECHAPTER TWOCHAPTER THREECHAPTER

FOURCHAPTER FIVECHAPTER SIXCHAPTER SEVENCHAPTER EIGHTCHAPTER

NINECHAPTER TENCHAPTER ELEVENCHAPTER TWELVECHAPTER

THIRTEENCHAPTER FOURTEENCHAPTER FIFTEENCHAPTER SIXTEENCHAPTER

SEVENTEENCHAPTER EIGHTEENCHAPTER NINETEENCHAPTER TWENTYCHAPTER

TWENTY-ONECHAPTER TWENTY-TWOCHAPTER TWENTY-THREECHAPTER TWENTY-

FOURCHAPTER TWENTY-FIVECHAPTER TWENTY-SIXCHAPTER TWENTY-

SEVENCHAPTER TWENTY-EIGHTCHAPTER TWENTY-NINEIf you enjoyed Bad Dog…DCI

Kett Returns inTHREE LITTLE PIGSPROLOGUECHAPTER ONEAbout the AuthorSign Up For

DCI Kett Exclusives!PROLOGUEThursdayIt just wasn’t the same without the dog.Maurice had

been a little bastard, sure. Half pug, half god-only-knew-what-else, he had never not been neck-

deep in cow shit on their daily walks across the fields. He’d spent most of his life trying to hump

every fence post, grassy hillock, or bemused ewe he crossed paths with, even when he was

pushing fourteen and his fur was more grey than black. Roger Carver had spent the best part

of each walk either yelling at the dog, rescuing the dog, or carrying the dog home because his

little legs were tired. Maurice had been a royal pain in the arse.But what he wouldn’t give now

to have him back.Roger sighed, a little more dramatically than he’d intended. The evening air

was thick with dust, and the recently harvested corn-stubble crunched beneath his boots. To

his left the fields stretched for miles, bright and open, sighing with relief now that the weight

had been lifted from them. To his right was the woodland, dark and ancient, the trees already

burnished with oranges and browns. Autumn was well and truly here, and it was going to be a

cold one. He’d lived in this part of the world long enough to be able to judge the seasons, even

in the notoriously unpredictable East Anglian climate.“Not enjoying yourself, then,” said Sally

from half a dozen paces behind him. It sounded like an accusation, and when he glanced over

his shoulder at her sour expression he knew that’s exactly how she’d intended it. He felt a

sudden rush of anger—maybe even hatred—and he swallowed it back down. He looked

instinctively for the dog, that same awful hammer blow to his heart when he remembered

Maurice wasn’t there. That he’d never be there again.Stupid little bastard.“I’m fine,” he said,

hearing the passive aggression in his voice.“Yes, you’re fine,” she shot back, thick with

sarcasm. “You’re always fine.”How had they got here, he and Sally? They’d only been together

seven years. Surely that wasn’t long enough for the foundations of their relationship to rot away.

They were both young, he a couple of months north of thirty-five, she a few weeks south of it,



with good jobs and no kids—no desire for kids, either. The world was theirs, and they’d been so

keen to take it. Maurice had been their one commitment, the old dog the only thing keeping

them on the leash. With him gone, anything was possible.According to Sally, at least.“Look,”

she said. “You admitted it yourself, he was in pain. It was his time.”They were approaching the

end of the field, the ridges of hard soil threatening to turn their ankles. Ahead, where the land

met the woods, was a battered stile, and Roger knew that somewhere on it was a carving—

Rog + Sal + Maurice 4 eva—that they’d made with Sal’s apartment key when they’d first

started dating.“I know,” Roger said. “It’s fine. I said it’s fine. What else do you want me to say?

You killed my dog?”The words were out of his mouth before he could stop them, but there was

no taking them back. He heard Sally suck in a breath, braced himself for what was about to

come. But she didn’t reply, and when he looked back he saw that she’d stopped walking. There

was enough sun left overhead for it to reflect in the tears that clustered in her eyes, that carved

trails down her dusty cheeks.“That’s what you think?” she said.Roger shrugged, cleared his

throat. He reached out and took hold of the stile, the wood damp to the touch.“No,” he said.

“But you insisted. You wouldn’t let it go. He could’ve had surgery. He might have had years

left.”Sally shook her head, her hands wrapped around her chest so tight that her white coat

looked like a straitjacket.“He was dying,” she said. “The vet said so. I thought… I didn’t march

you in there. I thought this was what you wanted?”“It’s what you wanted,” Roger said. “It’s what

you always wanted. You just wanted rid of him.”He waited for the pleas, for the apologies, for

the excuses. But instead the sadness etched into her expression became something else.“Go

fuck yourself, Roger,” she said.She turned and walked away, stumbling in her welly

boots.“What?” Roger said, almost choking on the word. “No, fuck you. Bitch.”He left her to it,

clambering over the stile and pushing through the hawthorn bushes that grew on the far side.

He made it three steps into the next field—the anger pulsing inside his head with every

heartbeat, making the sky dance—before forcing himself to stop.“Fuck,” he muttered.He was

angry at Sally because she was right. Maurice had been at death’s door. Yes, they could have

cut him open and sliced out enough of his cancer to keep him going, but he’d have been in

constant pain, and he would have needed daily medication—and that’s if he’d survived the

operation and recovery period. The poor sod couldn’t even see any more, could barely shuffle

more than a few feet. He’d had the most amazing life, and she was right—it had been the right

time for him to go.In the distance, he heard Sally scream in frustration. And this time he didn’t

blame her. He was being an arsehole.“Fuck,” he said again, turning and fighting his way back to

the stile. “Sally!” he yelled. “Sal, wait up, I’m sorry.”There was no sign of her in the field, which

meant she had to have broken into a run. Roger set off after her, the ground crumbling beneath

each step and making him feel like he was running in a dream, not getting anywhere. He kept

his eyes down to navigate his route, staring so intently at the earth that he almost missed it—a

flash of white in the trees to the left.He stopped, his heartbeat the only sound in the world. For

a second he thought he’d imagined it, but he squinted into the woods that edged the field and

saw it again. Something white, moving fast.“Sally!” he yelled. Why the hell was she going that

way? It wasn’t exactly a forest, just a strip of ancient woodland that stretched from their village

down towards Beccles, but the trees were old, and they kept the last of the day at bay. Night

had arrived early in the woods, and shadows crawled between their gnarled trunks. Roger

shivered in his Barbour jacket.Just leave her, he thought. She’ll come around.But he’d been in

the wrong, and the longer he left it without an apology, the worse it would be.“Sally!” he called,

scrabbling up the low embankment and grabbing a branch. He hauled himself into the shade of

a monstrous yew tree, the air instantly ten degrees cooler. Where had she gone?He stepped

carefully over the roots, blinking the harvest dust from his eyes and trying to make sense of the



shifting darkness. There, a glimpse of something white, gone in an instant.“I know you loved

him,” Roger said, his words swallowed whole by the trees. “He loved you too. I’m sorry for what

I said, I’m still upset.”Her reply was a whisper, or maybe her voice too was rendered inaudible

by the crushing weight of branches and leaves overhead. Roger hesitated, looking back. The

field seemed further away than it should be, the day too dark. He’d never liked the woods, not

since he was a kid and he’d got lost in Thetford Forest on a school trip—for less than an hour,

but that was long enough when you were nine. Nothing made you feel smaller than the trees,

nothing made you feel more vulnerable.“I’ll tell you what,” he said, venturing forward again.

“Let’s get away for a bit. Let’s just take some time and go somewhere.”A twig snapped beneath

his foot with a sound like a gun going off. His heart just about exploded and he clamped a hand

to his chest.“Sally?”There was another noise ahead, but this one didn’t sound like Sally. It didn’t

sound human at all. It was a low growl, almost dog-like but louder. Maybe somebody was

walking their dog through the woods. It wasn’t a common route—they’d hardly met anyone in

all the years they’d been crossing the fields—but new people were moving this way all the time

thanks to the big estates they were building.He pressed on, using the huge trunks to steady

himself as the ground got rougher. Every now and again he’d catch a glimpse of Sally’s coat,

closer with every step. She was sitting down. Lying down, maybe. Waiting for him, he hoped.

Maybe they’d hug, tell each other they were sorry, then head home. Maybe this really could be

the start of something new between them, a kind of freedom. Roger stepped into a puddle of

sunlight as he had the thought, feeling a powerful surge of relief—one that almost bordered on

joy.It didn’t last.He climbed down from the torso-thick root of another tree, and suddenly she

was there.At least, part of her was.One arm, clad in white, stuck out from behind a clump of

bracken. It twitched, the hand bouncing on the ground like it was beckoning him. Now that he’d

stopped walking he was aware of a sound—something wet, something crunching.He opened

his mouth to speak Sally’s name but found nothing in his lungs except dust. Keeping one hand

on the tree he took a step to the side, then another, and every time he did, more of his

girlfriend slid into view—her elbow, her bicep, her shoulder, her neck.At first, he couldn’t figure

out what was all over her skin, because in the darkness of the forest it looked like ink. It was

only when he took another step that he saw the blood on the lapel of her coat, so bright and so

red that it looked fake. And that’s the first thing that came into his head, that this wasn’t real,

that it was a trick, a prank. Even when he stumbled towards her and saw her face, her eyes

open and pleading and desperate, he couldn’t believe it.Because what he was seeing was

impossible.There was something sitting on her. Something big, hunched, its body covered in

clumps of matted hair, so dark that it looked like it was made of nothing but smoke and shadow.

The deformed lump of its head lifted for a moment and it sniffed the air through the ragged

holes of its nostrils. Then its muzzle plunged down into Sally’s chest, making her grunt.No.The

fear was unlike anything Roger had felt in his life, it was a living thing inside him, cold and dark.

Sally stared at him, her mouth opened, and even in the gloom of the forest Roger could make

out the word on her bloody lips.Please.She lifted her arm and the creature pinned it back down

with its paw. She tried again, as if expecting Roger to grab her hand and pull her away.He

didn’t. He couldn’t.The creature—a dog, surely, a hound—lifted its head again and looked back

through the trees. Its eyes were two silver pennies, full of nothing but hunger and death.But

beneath them, its grinning lips were almost human.It sniffed the air. It stared at Roger. And

beneath it, Sally reached for him with the very last of herself.I’m sorry, he said. He screamed it

inside his head, hoping that she would hear him even though he was silent, even though his

back was to her, even though all he could do was run. I’m sorry! I’m sorry! I’m sorry!CHAPTER

ONEFriday“How are you feeling, Robbie?”DCI Robert Kett did his best not to scowl, but it was



hard not to. The man sitting opposite him in the dusty little room at the back of the Norfolk

Constabulary HQ had a face that made you instantly want to punch it. With his squirrel-like

cheeks and his succession of chins—all doing their best to hide behind a soft, downy,

woodland beard—the guy looked every inch the psychologist he was supposed to be. His wet

eyes blinked so rapidly that the flapping sound of it was like a dripping tap.It was his smile,

though, that made Kett feel like he was going to scream. It was as soft as cheese and warped

with a contrived sympathy. I’m here for you, the smile was supposed to say. I feel your pain, you

can tell me anything. But the only message Kett got from it was, Hit me as hard as you

can!“Huh?” said Kett, realising he hadn’t heard a word the man had been saying. He lifted his

hand and gently rubbed his shoulder, feeling the thick bandages beneath his shirt. There was

still pain there, from the knife wound he’d sustained on his last case, but the painkillers kept it

quiet. Right now it was more the memory of pain. It didn’t really exist anymore.Like Billie, he

thought. Like your wife. Just a memory. Just a ghost.“I wondered how you were feeling?” the

psychologist said. It was the same question Kett had been asked by everyone since he’d

woken up in hospital a little over six weeks ago. And he gave the same answer now.“I’m fine.”It

was a lie, of course. He was about as far from fine as it was possible to be. The fight with

Raymond Figg had left him with a puncture wound in his shoulder and a nasty slash across his

chest. Both of them would heal eventually, but it was the scars inside him he’d feel for the rest

of his life. He could still see those three newspaper delivery girls, snatched from their lives and

dragged right to Hell. Bound, beaten and almost murdered. They were all okay now, he knew—

Superintendent Colin Clare kept him updated on their progress, and Maisie and her mum had

actually come to visit him in the ward on two separate occasions—but it could have turned out

so differently. Kett wasn’t sure if you ever got the stench of a case like that out of your

soul.“Robbie,” began the psychologist, resting his pencil and notepad on his beige trousers.

“This may not seem important, but passing a psych evaluation is essential to returning to duty.

I’m here to help you, but I can only do that if you’re honest with me, if you’re forthright.”He

rolled the last word around his mouth like a mint humbug. Kett felt his face crease into another

scowl and he ran a hand over it, as if he could pull the expression away. Other than the

psychologist’s nasal voice the room was impossibly quiet, and if it wasn’t for the book-sized

window in the far wall—which let in the merest trickle of morning light—he could have easily

convinced himself that it was a tomb.His tomb.The silence was almost physical, pressing down

on him, and he sucked in a breath that sent pain creeping into his shoulder.“First of all,” he

said, chewing on his words. “It’s not Robbie. It’s DCI Kett.”“So, you still think of yourself as a

policeman above all else,” the therapist replied without missing a beat. He picked up his pencil

and scribbled something. Kett wondered if he was writing down the instructions for how to

remove a pencil that had been inserted into your backside—because if he wasn’t careful he

was going to need them.“I don’t understand the question, Mr, ah… Sorry, I’ve forgotten your

name.”“Call me Richard,” the man said.Dick, Kett thought, remembering that the therapist had

introduced himself as Richard Johnson. Dick Johnson. Some names just said it all.“Richard.

Right.” Kett cleared his throat. “I’m fine, Richard. It was a bad case, with some bad people. But

two of those bad people are dead, and one isn’t coming out of prison for decades. We made

sure of that. I’m alive, the girls are alive, and life goes on.”“Life goes on,” the man said, tapping

his pencil on one of his chins. “That’s an interesting choice of phrase.”“Is it?” Kett asked,

genuinely confused.“Is it?” Richard echoed, making more notes. Kett looked around the small

room, wondering if there was a camera here, if at any moment now Pete Porter and Kate

Savage and the rest of the team would come barging in, laughing their heads off. But there was

nothing, just him and Richard and that same awful silence.“Look, I know why I’m here,” said



Kett. “I understand I need to pass a psych. But honestly, I’m fine.”He did his best to smile, but it

couldn’t have been very convincing because Richard tutted, then made another note on his

pad.“How are things at home?” the psychologist asked.“They’re fine too,” said Kett.That wasn’t

strictly true either. Alice, Evie and Moira seemed happy in their new house, and the two older

girls had finally started to relax at school and nursery. But there had been a current of anxiety

between them all since Kett had left the hospital. It was his fault, of course. He’d brought them

up to Norwich so that they could live somewhere safe, and their first experience in the city had

been their father getting stabbed. Alice had been clingier than ever, and Moira seemed even

more unsettled than she had in the days after Billie had gone missing.Billie.Kett spoke her

name beneath his breath, as if it might somehow conjure her. He closed his eyes and saw her

there, but she was more of a phantom than ever. He’d found, to his horror, that in the last

couple of weeks the image of her face had started to fade at the edges, like she was an oil

painting dipped in kerosene. He knew that sooner or later he wouldn’t be able to picture her at

all.Until she came back, of course. Until she came back to him.He sighed, feeling that same

weight of darkness sitting on his stomach, on his chest. The black dog, some people called it.

The feeling that no matter what he did now, he’d never be free, he’d never feel right again.“I’ve

been doing this job a long time,” Richard said. Kett opened his eyes, seeing his pulse flash

against the shadows like a disco light. The psychologist leaned forwards. “Your words say one

thing, but your body says another. I know a fine man, Robbie, and you’re not one.”“I’m fine,” Kett

growled. “Just sign your goddamned form and send me back to work.”The psychologist tapped

his pencil against his knee, then against his pad, all the while studying Kett like he was some

laboratory rabbit.“Can I ask you about Billie?” he said. “Your wife.”“I know who she is, Richard,”

said Kett, swallowing hard to try to dampen the anger that was building inside him.“Do you

miss her, still?”Kett actually had to clamp his lips between his teeth to stop the tirade of abuse

that threatened to spill out of him. Did he miss her? Did he miss his wife after she was

snatched from a London street in the middle of the day five months ago? Did he miss the

mother of his children? The woman he wanted to spend the rest of his life with? The woman

who could be dead or alive or somewhere in between but he had no idea, no fucking idea,

because he didn’t know where she was? Do I miss my fucking wife? What do you think the

answer to that question is, you fucking moron?“Yes,” he said after a moment.Richard made a

note of it, then leant forward again, tapping his pencil against his teeth.“Robbie, is there

anything—”“Can I tell you a story?” Kett interrupted, leaning forward himself so that he was

close enough to headbutt the psychologist if he needed to. Richard swallowed uncomfortably,

but he held his ground.“You may,” he said, the pencil still clack clack clacking against his

incisors.“Years ago I worked a case,” Kett said, keeping his voice low. “Back in the Met, this

was. I was a young DC, fresh off the carousel. I was called to a warehouse close to Docklands,

a real dump. Pete was with me. Porter, that is. The place had been on the market and a

surveyor was in, measuring up, for flats probably. Anyway, as he’s pootling around he discovers

a body, half-buried beneath a section of roof, just the legs sticking out—kind of Wicked Witch of

the East style. So he calls us, of course, and I get the lead. We clear the metal and rubble to

get a better look and we see a man there. And do you know how he died?”Richard shook his

head, his eyes so wide they looked like pickled eggs. The pencil was tapping faster now, like a

metronome.“Somebody had rammed two pencils into his face, one into each eye. Both had

penetrated the orbital socket and punctured the frontal lobe, effectively lobotomising him.”Kett

made a point of looking at Richard’s pencil, which abruptly stopped drumming.“Imagine the

force needed to do that,” he said. “To push a pencil into somebody’s skull. But it can be done.”It

was hard to tell in the gloomy room, but Richard seemed to have lost most of the blood from



his face. He leant behind him and placed the pencil on his desk, then faced Kett. He opened

his mouth to say something before turning to his desk again, opening a drawer, and putting the

pencil inside.“Um…” he said as he slid the drawer shut.“Um indeed,” said Kett. “That’s an

interesting turn of phrase. So how about it, Richard, are you going to sign me off?”Before the

psychologist could answer, somebody knocked on the door. They didn’t wait for a reply before

opening it, and Kett was surprised at the relief he felt when he saw Superintendent Clare’s face

glowering down at him.“Excuse me,” said Richard. “You can’t come in here. This is a

confidential session.”“Oh shut up, Johnson, you great prune,” said Clare. “Sign him off, will

you?”“There’s absolutely no way I can do that,” said Richard, shaking his head. “You have to

understand that DCI Kett suffered severe physical and psychological trauma at the hands of a

dangerous criminal, that he is suffering from anxiety and quite probably depression, that the

incident involving his missing wife has scarred him and has the potential to make him reckless

and dangerous. There is a self-destructive streak inside him that could go off at any time and

take everyone else out with it. He is in no fit state to undertake any kind of active duty. He

needs rest, he needs time with his children, and he needs to see me on a weekly basis until I

feel he is well.”“He needs to be signed off,” said Clare. “And you’re going to do it right now or I

swear to god I’ll lock you in here and stick the key so far up your backside you’ll have to wait a

week for it to appear again. We need him, and we need him now.”“Why?” asked Kett.Clare

turned to him, his expression dark.“Because we’ve got a dead woman in the woods, and a

monster on the loose.”CHAPTER TWOThey rode out in Clare’s car—a beast of a Mercedes

that looked like it belonged in the 1980s. It had not one but five pine-scented air fresheners

hanging from the rear-view mirror and the smell was so strong that it sat at the back of Kett’s

throat. He cranked the window down as the old car groaned up the slip road onto the dual

carriageway, the wind roaring.“Sorry,” said Clare.“It’s fine,” said Kett, trying not to gag. “I mean,

five of them seems a little extreme. How do you actually breathe in here?”Clare glanced at him,

confused. Kett gave the air fresheners a flick, unleashing another blast of toxic air. He’d been to

plenty of pine forests in his time and none had ever smelled remotely like this. In fact, the only

place he’d been which had actually smelled like this was a Portaloo.“Oh, right,” Clare sniffed. “It

smells a bit in here, yes. It’s the kids. Teenagers, they’re disgusting. All those bloody PE kits. I’ll

open a fresh one, they’re in the glove box.”“No!” Kett said. He looked at Clare, wondering if

there was so much hair in the Super’s nose that he had no sense of smell. “Christ no. It’s fine,

honestly. What were you apologising for?”“Richard Johnson,” Clare said, overtaking a bus. The

car juddered alarmingly, everything rattling—including Kett’s bones. “Old Double Dick. That

man looks like a baked potato and he’s about as useful as one. Loves the sound of his own

voice. But he’s the Chief Constable’s cousin’s husband’s brother’s hamster’s son, or some

bollocks, so we can’t get rid of him. He’ll sign your psych evaluation.”Clare looked over

again.“That’s if you want him to,” he said. “How are you, Robbie?”“I’m fine,” Kett replied without

even thinking. “Never been better.”“Sure,” said Clare. “Believe me, I’ve been ‘fine’ plenty of

times in my life too. You get out of it. I know you’re worried about Billie. I know you’re

disappointed.”Disappointed didn’t cut it. He could still see Raymond Figg standing in the

spotlights of the sewage treatment plant, he could still hear those words tumbling from his

foam-flecked lips.Ask me how Billie knew the Pig Man. Ask me what it has to do with that Khan

boy. You coppers, you think we’re all Jack the Rippers, working alone. You think we don’t talk to

each other. But we do, we all share, we all compete, we all follow each other on fucking

Facebook. You think I don’t know, but I do, I know where she—Then Lochy Percival had killed

him, and whatever those words had been were locked inside the grave of his body. Forever.“I

spoke to Bingo this morning,” said Clare. “I wanted to see how they were getting on, if they’d



discovered anything more about this Pig Man. He’s got a whole team working on it, led by your

old friend DS Ridgway. They’re going to find him.”Kett nodded. He knew all this, of course,

because he’d spoken to Bingo too. He spoke to Bingo every single day.Any news? he always

asked. And always the same answer.Nothing.“They’ll find her,” Clare said, taking his big hand

off the wheel and resting it on Kett’s good shoulder. He squeezed, then let go. “They will find

her.”The words were positive, but they still unlocked another crushing tide of darkness inside

him—a weight that made him want to curl himself into a ball and slide into the footwell. He

chased it away as best he could, staring out the window at the rolling scenery. The summer

had gone, the fields stripped bare by the harvest. Autumn hung in the treetops and on the

horizon, chasing V-shaped flocks of birds southward as it crept across the land. Autumn had

always been his favourite time of year.It had been Billie’s too.He pulled his phone from his

pocket, scrolling through the numbers.“You mind?” he asked without waiting for a reply. The

phone rang, then again, then again—and for all that time his heart forgot how to beat. After

what had happened to Billie, after he had called her and called her and called her on the day

she’d been taken, every single ringing phone was like a hammer to his heart.“Hello?” came the

voice of the childminder, impossibly cheerful. Kett let go of the breath he’d been holding.“It’s

Robbie,” he said. “Mr Kett. How are the girls doing?”“They’re great,” came the reply. “Moira and

Evie have been playing so nicely together. Alice is… Alice is, uh.”“Alice is Alice,” he said. “Don’t

worry, I know.”“She’s really great,” the childminder said. “As long as I don’t try to take away her

iPad.”“Oh, god, don’t do that,” said Kett. “It’s like trying to take a jar of honey from a grizzly bear.

She’ll rip your limbs off. I won’t keep you, I just wanted to—”“Who’s that?” asked a little voice

that he knew instantly.“It’s your dad,” said the childminder. “Do you want to speak with

him?”She must have nodded, because the phone rustled for a moment and then Evie started

breathing into it like a stalker. He was about to ask her if she was okay when she yelled loud

enough to rattle the speaker.“I hate beans!”The phone rustled again, clunked, and cut off. Kett

held it to his ear for a moment more, frowning, then slid it back into his pocket.“Kids okay?”

Clare asked.“Yep, apart from the beans apparently,” he replied. “All three of them are with a

childminder, but it’s temporary. I need to figure something else out, especially if I’m coming

back to work.”“Sitter?” Clare asked. “Might be able to help you there. Leave it with me. You, uh,

you are coming back then?”“I’m here aren’t I?” he replied.“You certainly are.”Clare punched the

accelerator and the old car effortlessly hit eighty-five miles per hour. Cars whumped past on

their left, all wide-eyed kids and panting dogs and exhausted parents.“What’s the case?” Kett

asked.“Woman in her late twenties, early thirties,” said the Superintendent. “No ID. She was

discovered this morning by dog walkers in a stretch of woodland just north of Beccles. They

assumed she’d been killed by an animal.”“An animal?” said Kett. “I didn’t think Norfolk was the

kind of place where the wildlife could kill you. What kind of animal?”“A dog,” Clare said. “A big

one. The victim had severe lacerations across her chest and neck, and puncture wounds too.

It’s nasty.”“Any sign of the dog?” Kett asked. Clare shook his head.“And no witnesses. We do

have a farmer who claimed he saw the woman with a man yesterday evening. He remembers

them because they didn’t have a dog of their own with them. Most people in those woods are

either joggers or dog walkers. But the farmer was neck-deep in a bottle of breakfast vodka

when we spoke to him, so I’m taking his story with a pinch of go fuck yourself.”“No sign of the

man, though?” Kett said, and Clare shook his head.The Super’s foot crunched on the brake,

the car slowing reluctantly. He pulled them off the main road.“With all due respect, sir,” Kett

asked. “Why do you need me back for a dog attack?”Clare swung them around a roundabout

like he was trying to slingshot them out of the Earth’s gravitational field.“You’re local, aren’t

you? I mean, you grew up here, right?”Kett nodded. “Left Norwich when I was twelve.”“You



remember the stories of Black Shuck?” Clare asked.“The hound of East Anglia? Sure. I mean,

not much, but you don’t live around here and not know about it.” Kett paused, frowning. “Wait,

why?”“Because according to our farmer, that’s what’s loose in these woods. That’s what he

saw.” Clare looked over, his frown even deeper than usual. “He saw Black Shuck, the demon

dog.”The crime scene was a good walk from the nearest road, but the fresh air was

welcome.Not that the scent of Portaloo Pine was planning on leaving Kett’s nose any time

soon.Clare took the lead, his big strides carving a path through a furrowed field, his paperwork

clenched beneath his arm. Kett took his time, careful not to slip on the ridged earth. To his left,

the world was bright and open, drenched in golden sunlight, the air thick with crop dust. It

sloped downwards, ending maybe two or three miles away in a shining silver ribbon that had to

be the River Waveney. The scene was so picturesque it could have been a painting, one of

Constable’s landscapes.To his right, though, was a different world entirely. The woods here

were old, the impossibly tall trees clustered in tight formation, as bent and broken as wounded

soldiers. Kett got the impression that they’d gathered to watch what was happening, and he felt

his skin crawl. He let loose a shudder that Clare must have heard even over the bellows of his

breath.“Creepy, right?” he said over his shoulder. “It gets worse.”Kett looked past the Super to

see a constable up ahead, a young man whose yellow jacket seemed to have attracted a small

army of wasps. He looked decidedly miserable as he waved to them.“This way, sir,” he said, his

arms wheeling around his head like he was dancing a jig while on traffic control duty. “Watch

out for the little bastards.”“You mean the Suffolk lot?” said Clare with a grim smile.“Um, no,” said

the PC. “The wasps.”Clare rolled his eyes as he ushered Kett through a gap between two

enormous yew trees.“Suffolk Constabulary are claiming this is theirs,” he explained. “We’re

pretty much on the border. If it was up to me they could have it, but then it would never get

solved.”Kett nodded, stepping from the day into what felt like midnight. It was as if the trees had

wrapped him in a blanket of darkness and a shroud of silence, and he had to look over his

shoulder to make sure the world was still there.“Go easy now,” said Clare from right behind

him. “The ground is treacherous. It’s not far.”It wasn’t. Even from here, in the shadow of a

thousand finger-like branches, Kett could see the harsh glow of field lights ahead. He set off

towards them, every root grabbing at his boots, every twig pawing at his face. It was clear from

the outset that the forest didn’t want him here. It wanted to protect its secrets.And its dead.He

rounded a mass of ivy-strangled trees to see the crime scene ahead. Forensics had erected a

tent over the corpse, and the Major Investigation Team clustered around it, some inside, some

out. Bathed in the harsh lights, it almost looked like a Renaissance painting. He paused to take

a breath, nursing the ache that sat deep inside his shoulder.“You’re sure you’re up for this?”

asked Clare, stopping next to him.“I’m—”“Fine, yes, I know.” The Super shook his head, and

Kett knew he was wondering if he’d made the right decision. “Come on then, Kett. I assume

you remember everyone.”Clare’s clomping brogues announced his presence, and one by one

the team turned to look. Kett nodded at DS Alison Spalding, who was hanging at the back of

the group speaking quietly on her phone. She ignored him, turning away, but the grizzled face

of DI Dunst was a little friendlier. The old detective tilted his head in greeting, patting his jacket

pocket as he looked for a cigarette.“Kett,” he grunted. “How’s that arm of yours?”“Still attached,”

said Kett, reaching out with his good arm and shaking Dunst’s hand. “Just.”“Robbie?”The voice

came from inside the tent and was swiftly followed by a grinning face. DI Pete Porter stepped

out, his frame so huge he almost brought the entire tent with him. He took a step towards Kett

then stumbled on an exposed root.“Shitting balls!” he yelled.“It’s good to see you too, Pete,”

Kett said, shaking the man’s enormous hand. Pete dragged him into a hug, clapping him on the

back hard enough to make him grunt with discomfort. But it really was good to see him.“Man,



it’s great to have you back,” Porter said. “Even though I feel for you, being dragged out into the

arse end of nowhere.” He shuddered like he was five years old, scanning the shadows between

the trees. “The countryside, it’s evil.”The tent rustled again, and PC Kate Savage appeared in

her constable’s uniform. She looked a little green around the gills, but the smile she gave Kett

was a warm one.“Robbie,” she said, before quickly clearing her throat. “I mean DCI Kett.

Welcome back, sir.”He nodded to her, offering a smile of his own. Both Savage and Porter had

visited him at hospital, and then at home, pretty much every day on his long road to recovery.

Both had been welcome, of course, but Savage had been far better at making the tea.“I

thought you’d be wearing a detective’s suit by now,” Kett said, and Clare nodded.“If it was up to

me, she would be,” he said. “But the carousel’s the carousel. No short cuts even for the ones

who really deserve it.”“I’ve got my exams coming up,” Savage said as she stepped out of the

tent. “Fingers crossed I’ll be out of scrubs soon enough.”“Anyway,” grumbled Clare, pushing to

the front of the group and holding the tent flap. “Enough of the family reunion bollocks. Are you

ready for this, Kett?”The honest answer was that he wasn’t sure. The black dog of his

depression was still sitting inside him, growling, and out here in the cold and damp the pain in

his shoulder beat like a hammer on an anvil. He found himself thinking of his girls, too, of Alice

and Evie and Moira. What would they say to him if they knew he was back at work, if they knew

he was falling headlong into another dangerous case?He stared into the tent, seeing the body

that lay there. More death. More darkness. What would it do to him this time?“Robbie?” said

Porter, wearing an expression of genuine concern. “There’s no pressure, man, we’ll be okay

without you.”He looked at his friend. He looked at the other members of the team. Then he

shrugged his doubts away. He was Robbie Kett, he was a detective, and right now there was a

case to solve.And the truth was that here, in the unforgiving darkness of the woods, he felt like

he was finally home.CHAPTER THREEOf course, home didn’t usually include a woman who

had been torn to pieces by a legendary monster.“Jesus,” said Kett as he ducked through the

flap. He put a hand to his mouth, clamping his nostrils closed. The forensic tent was designed

to keep foreign contaminants and passers-by away from the corpse, but it was doing a better

job of keeping the stench inside. The aroma was partly death, yes, but there was something

else there too, something worse.“Yeah, it’s bad,” said Savage as she came in after him.“We left

her here for you,” Porter said, hovering just outside.“Thanks,” muttered Kett. “What did

Forensics say?”“What do you think?” Porter replied.Kett turned his attention to the dead woman

—although it was hard to tell that she had once been a woman. Something had laid into her

with savage force, several deep cuts running from her scalp down through her eyes and mouth,

ending on her right cheek. She had been painted red, the attack deforming her into some kind

of terrible Picasso. There was no throat to speak of, just a shallow pool of blood that seemed

far too bright in the artificial light. Her white coat had been pulled closed over her chest, and

the prints on it—half blood, half mud—looked more animal than human. They looked like paw

prints. Beneath the material he could see further injuries.Kett ducked down beside her, taking

his hand from his mouth so that he could speak.“She was found by dog walkers?”“Yes,” said

Savage, squatting beside him. She was taking small, deliberate breaths because of the smell,

and if she wasn’t careful she was going to hyperventilate. “Two men from the village, walking

their retriever. The dog found her first.”“You know if it touched her?” Kett asked, pointing at the

paw prints. Savage shook her head.“They’ve taken their dog to the station. We’ll compare the

prints. But we have no idea how many other dogs might have been out here.”“Did they mention

whether they’d touched her at all,” Kett said. He pulled his pen from his pocket and tried to lift

one side of the coat. It was stuck fast, the blood almost dry. “Forensics have been and gone,

right?”“Yes,” Savage said. “To the Forensics, that is. No to the touching.”He tried with a little



more force, gently peeling the coat away. He didn’t have to look closely to see the gaping

wounds across the woman’s chest. He let the coat drop, standing up then instantly regretting it.

The tent spun around him like it was perched on the back of some giant, lumbering forest

beast that had just risen. He took a few deep breaths, scratching at the knife wound on his own

chest.“They said they didn’t go anywhere near it,” said Savage. “Other than to drag their dog

away.”“Weird,” said Kett. “If she was attacked by an animal, then why would it close up her

jacket after it had chewed her to ribbons?”“We’ll know more when they take her in,” Porter said

from outside. “Forensics were waiting for you before they moved her. But they say the injuries

are compatible with a dog attack. It was the wound in her throat that killed her, tore it right

out.”“And the face?” Kett asked. “Those aren’t bites.”“Claws,” said Porter.“Dogs don’t attack with

their paws,” said Kett. “Not that I’ve ever seen anyway. Did the animal, you know, consume

anything?”“Did it eat her?” Savage asked. “Uh, yeah, we think so. Some of the…”She paused,

her breath hitching, before managing to compose herself.“There’s some flesh missing from her

throat, and from her chest.”“And we found this,” said Porter. Kett turned to him. The big DI was

holding out an evidence bag with something small and yellow inside. Kett took it, squinting at a

bloody tooth. It was curved, pointed, and almost certainly belonged to a dog.A big dog.“Shit,”

he said.“Yeah,” Porter agreed as he took the bag back. “That’s what I said. Must have ripped

into her so hard that one of its teeth snapped out of the gum.”“We’ve photographed the

surrounding area,” added Savage. She shrugged. “There’s a search team combing the paths,

but it’s difficult terrain.”“How far are we from the nearest village?” Kett asked, desperate for

some air.“Two and a half miles,” Savage said. “Aldeby. Beccles is five miles away. There are

some scattered farms and fisheries, a few isolated houses, not much else other than woods

and fields.”“Yeah,” said Kett. “And a demon fucking dog.”“I really hate it here.”Porter stood to

one side of the crime scene, in one of the few puddles of sunlight that had penetrated the

dense canopy overhead. He shivered, even though it wasn’t particularly cold, wrapping his

arms around his chest.“Yeah,” said Kett as he walked over to join him. “I remember you saying

you weren’t a fan of the countryside.”“It’s just so big,” said Porter. “And open. And old. Makes

me feel small, you know?”Kett glanced at the bulging biceps beneath Porter’s designer suit,

shaking his head. There wasn’t much that could make Pete Porter look small.“There’s one

good thing about being out here, though,” said Kett. “Miles away from civilisation, no electricity

in sight.”“Yeah? What’s that?”“It means there’s no way you can get near a kettle.”Porter offered

a scowl that was half smile. He pointed a finger at Kett.“I’ll have you know I’ve been practising,”

he said. “My tea is now the envy of the force.”“It’s worse,” said Savage as she emerged from

the tent.“Worse?” said Kett. “How can that be possible?”“It’s not worse!” Porter yelled,

genuinely upset. “You traitor, Savage! You drank a cup this morning.”“I poured it out when you

went to the toilet,” she said. “It tasted like you’d just been to the toilet. In my mug.”“Lies,” Porter

said. “You’ll see.”“You lot finished?” said Clare as he joined them. “I see a lot of chatting, not

much working.”The boss still had the air of a grammar school headteacher, like he could pull

out his cane at any moment and rap your knuckles until they bled.“What’s so important

anyway?” he asked.“Porter’s tea,” said Savage.“Oh Christ,” said Clare, shaking his head. “It’s

worse, if you can believe it.”Porter muttered something beneath his breath, obviously

disgusted.“What are your thoughts?” Clare asked, looking at Kett.“It’s a weird one,” Kett replied.

“I’ve seen a few dog attacks, but never fatal ones. What always strikes me is that there are

almost always defensive wounds on the arms where the victim tried to fight back. It’s the first

thing you do, right? You put your hands up to protect the bits you really don’t want bitten. I

didn’t see any injuries on the victim’s hands or wrists. It’s like she didn’t fight back.”From

somewhere in the woods a flock of birds exploded from the trees. Porter loosed a squeal, and



even Kett flinched. There was something about this place, something that made him feel

unbearably vulnerable.“The wounds to the head don’t seem right either,” he went on. “It’s a

slash, something dragged itself down her face. I’ve never seen a dog do that. Tigers, sure. But

not dogs. Surely they wouldn’t have the strength to leave cuts like that.”“Not unless it was

huge,” said Porter. He imitated a slashing motion with his hand. “A big dog on its hind legs,

lunging like this, it could have been how it knocked her to the ground.”“Maybe,” said Kett.“But…”

said Clare.“But the jacket,” Kett said. “Somebody covered up her chest after savaging her.

Either the dog did it, or somebody else. Somebody with the dog.”A breeze rode through the

trees, making a dozen branches creak like some hellish orchestra. It was almost, Kett thought,

like the woods were agreeing with him.“Now that would make this a very different case,” said

Clare after a moment. “Somebody set their dog on the victim, then tidied up the corpse

afterwards. Unlikely, in my opinion, but it’s worth considering. There are gangs around here,

and we know they use dogs as weapons. Staffies, mainly. It’s a damn shame because they’re

great dogs. Family dogs. I used to have two.”“This dog is no family dog,” said Kett. “And it’s not

a Staffy either, not unless they’re six-foot-tall on their hind legs.”“Great,” said Clare, turning

around and walking away. “That leaves us with Black Shuck, then. Porter, Kett, I need you at

Beccles station, there’s a witness to interview.”“Sir,” said Porter, nodding.Kett paused for a

moment, listening to the wind in the trees. Then he called out to Clare.“I’m just wondering why

you brought me in for this?”Clare looked back. Silhouetted against the halogen lights, he

looked like some kind of fairy tale monster—too tall, too thin.“I mean, a dog attack?” Kett said

when the boss didn’t say anything. “It seems like an odd choice of case to call me back

for.”“What’s your head telling you?” Clare asked.Kett popped his lips, flexing his shoulder to try

to relieve the build-up of pain. He glanced at the tent and thought of the woman who lay there,

savaged beyond recognition. They didn’t know her name. They had no idea who she was. But

just twenty-four hours ago she’d been a living, breathing human being with hopes and dreams

and fears and sadnesses, just like anyone else.And now, she was dead. Something had killed

her. It had scratched her, it had bitten her.
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Love2Read, “loving this series. If you’re a fan of JD Kirk, you’ll love Alex Smith. Same great

stories, some laughter and some twists. I can’t say much more without giving it away but I

definitely recommend the series. The first book is called paper girls and this is the second. I’m

about to start the third!”

Valerie McConachie, “Creepy good. Getting to know more about DCI Kett, his strengths and

weaknesses. His job is important to him and he does it well. It’s a great second book in a

series.....”

Gayle Brown, “Bad Dog. Very exciting and interesting reading with some surprising twists and

mystery that will have you looking forward to finding the bad guys.”

KsGrl444, “Intense. I’m pretty sure I title ever Kett review with “intense “! Shew. Cool plot,

unsettling, great read.  Love the characters.”

Chaplain-GranStan, “A Mystery with some humor. One of the reasons I read and enjoy this

series is there is a bit on humor along with a good mystery.”

Linda E, “Good. I enjoyed reading this book. It's the second book in this series. DCI Kett. Based

in Norwich UK. The next one looks good also.”

P A Burton, “Wonderful, can't wait for book 3!. Ok so it's only book 2, in this series but I'm

hooked. The characters are brilliantly thought out, especially the protagonist DCI Robert Kett,

Savage, Clare etc.A harrowing story and police procedural, to catch a killer with, what looks

like a savage and brutal murder by man and beast.........it isn't all what it seems. Cleverly put

together and puzzling questions add to that the absence of solid evidence or even leads makes

this book , almost impossible to put down!The clever banter between characters is wonderful,

the relationship between Kett and his three young daughters is in parts giggle worthy (he was

woken by giggling and a toe up his nose).The stress of his job, and being a lone parent after

the abduction of his wife who is still missing in London, creeps into your head like a personal

loss, a very emotive and scary story with several threads running through it.One of the nice

things in this series, we see a glimpse of the personal lives of the characters, as well as their

professional and more often than not, dangerous situation they find themselves in!Highly

recommend this series!”

Bob Brews, “Bad Dog, Great Read. Happy New year, Alex, I've just finished Bad Dog and may I

say what a thrill ride that was. With quite a few twists and turns and a shocking reveal, it all

added up to an unputdownable book.DCI Kett and crew are a great bunch of characters and

with the wee girls adding to Kett's love and worries, this series can run for a long time.I've read

the first chapter of Three Little Pigs, and what an opening teaser. Here's hoping that Billie can

be found before it's too late.Looking forward to the books release in April.Well done on a



brilliant set of stories... 5 stars all the way”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Niggling issues. Firstly, I enjoy this writer's style; it flows along nicely, well

structured and a bit of a page turner. But there are a few niggles that have made me think twice

about reading the third book (I've read the first two). The following may constitute a Spoiler

Alert for some people: (1) the protagonist is a British policeman working in a small Norfolk force

- but he behaves like John McLean in Die Hard, constantly ignoring direct orders and putting

himself and colleagies in danger. In reality, he would have been up before a disciplinary board

after the first incident. (2) I cannot believe his children (he is a single parent) are almost feral. I

have children, they were never as badly behaved as this without social services being involved.

(3) I know his wife is missing; I don't need to be reminded in every chapter, and (4) the ongoing

saga of his colleage's inability to make tea (this thread continued through 2 books) is wearing.

Why not just take him to one side and show him how to do it. This theme ran out of steam by

chapter 2. These books could be a perfect read if some of the repitition and verbiage was

replaced with something else to move the story along. There is nothig wrong with a bit of

realism.”

Mach1, “Insanity at it's worst !!. I hope you have a strong stomach to read "Bad Dog"! DCI

Kett, DI Porter and PC Kate Savage are at it again , chasing shadows after a gruesome

murder, animal or human? A local superstition surfaces and career criminals are investigated.

Kett can't let things rest and despite old injuries goes in without thinking. The hideous story of

human cruelty and insanity is hard to read. DCI Kett ,again rescued by Kate Savage acts first

without thinking. In a lighter moment, a dog rescued by Kett gives him the vital clue he needed

and the killer is caught. Again injured ,Kett is rescued by Savage. His only thoughts are for his

daughters and his missing wife!!!  Answer Book 3 maybe ?? Loved it!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Bad Dog/he sure was. One word to describe this story...exhilarating. The

author, Alex Smith, certainly has a flare to his writing that will give you nightmares. I'll certainly

think twice before going into the woods on my own, again.And what has happened to DCI

Kett's wife, Billie? Will he eventually find her alive? Did the Pig Man---a serial killer---take her? I

hope the next book in the series will answer all my questions.Kett and Billy's three little girl,

Alice, Eva, and Moira are really a handful for Kett to bring up on his own, but they are also

adorabale. I hope they keep Colin, the dog, the latest addition to the family.5 ***** from this

happy reader...on to the next book in the series.”

The book by Alex Smith has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 3,821 people have provided feedback.
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